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Answering every conceivable question about sharks, authors Gene Helfman and George H. Burgess describe
the fascinating biology, behavior, diversity (there are more than 1,000 species worldwide), and cultural
importance of sharks, their close relationship to skates and rays, and their critical role in healthy ecosystems.

Helfman and Burgess take readers on a round-the-world tour of shark habitats. They describe huge, ferocious
predators. Many shark species are in serious decline and a number are threatened with extinction as a result of
overfishing and persecution. Sharks: The Animal Answer Guide presents a perfect mix of current science,
history, anthropology, intriguing facts, and gripping photographs. Whether your fascination with sharks stems
from fear or curiosity, your knowledge of these animals will improve immensely when you consult this book.

"A delightful, engaging, easy-to-read book introducing the cartilaginous fishes and covering their diversity,
life histories, and special adaptations, with many fabulous illustrations. The chapters on 'sharks and humans'

and 'sharkology' are balanced and refreshing. Helfman and Burgess have certainly done justice to this diverse,
interesting, and intriguing group of fishes." —Gregor M. Cailliet, Professor Emeritus, Moss Landing Marine

                                  Laboratories, and Director, Pacific Shark Research Center

"A wonderfully written and informative book that will be sure to excite and stimulate a new generation of
shark biologists for years to come."—Philip Motta, University of South Florida

"This book is sheer delight to read. The answers to every shark question imaginable are presented in
wonderful depth. It’s a great book for anyone interested in a factual and broadly informative guide to all

things “sharky.” I highly recommend it."—Adam P. Summers, Friday Harbor Laboratories, 
                                                                         University of Washington
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